LENA
on the way to fetch wounded, and the train had stopped
—was it possible that they had arrived?
She jumped up and leaned out of the window; she
saw a railway hut, meadow and forest; birds were
already singing in the trees, and the sunrise glowed in
the east, rosy and airy—it brought tears to her eyes, it
was so beautiful! And fluffy little clouds all over the sky,
like rosy down—she had never seen such a sky. ...
Another stop. They're in no hurry about us....
She had risen early, and the others were still asleep.
There were still two hours before reveille. She could lie
there and gaze out of the window—perhaps she'd have
another lovely dream. ...
But there was Danilov, he was already up and about,
coming out of the kitchen coach. Lena put on a skirt
and left the train, barefoot. It was a fresh morning, the
birds were now in full throat. A lilac bush in the hedge
beside the hut was thick with blossom—no leaves to be
seen, only the huge bunches of flowers. ... Lena wanted
to pull a branch, she began making her way to the
hedge.
"Heh, Ogorodnikova," Danilov called to her. "Get
back we'll be starting any minute. You'll be left behind."
Lena pursed her Ups. Starting! You'd think it was an
express! Couldn't she jump on when it was moving!
As she broke off the branch, fresh drops sprinkled her
face.
The train jerked into motion. Danilov and Medvedyev
got in. Lena purposely waited, standing on the lines,
warm wind from the passing wheels fanning her bare
legs. When the last coach drew level with her, she
seized the handrail and swung lightly on to the step,
which was knee-high. Standing there, she felt very
pleased with the agility of her jump, with her strength,
with the pleasant breeze fanning her forehead and
shoulders. ... "See that, Danya," she said, "see what a
girl you've got. ..." And having given him enough time
to admire her, she went into the coach.

